The Stoddart Block (St Paul’s Campus)

The Stoddart Block (above) is the long building situated close to the service road on Grey Street. It
has 13 classrooms leading into a corridor. It was built in the 1950’s and extended in the 1960’s. It
was the original part of the St Paul’s Campus and now stands in urgent need of renovation and
refurbishment. The engineers have indicated that it is a sound structure and able to be refurbished.
However there are a number of challenges in developing this building according to the current
building regulations.

Changes to the Building
I have included a copy of the architects drawing of the proposed changes to the Stoddart Block. We
have planned to have a number of entrances and we have divided the corridor into two in order to
avoid congestion in student movement when all classes are dismissed at once. We have placed a
veranda on the North Side for shading and shelter as well as to provide better access to some classes.
We are including new toilets in the area and we have addressed the acoustic problems currently
experienced in the block. Finally we are replacing the old gas radiant heaters with a ducted heating
arrangement and we have improved the ventilation to the building.

Organization during construction
The second element about this project will be the organization of the Campus during the
construction period. The biggest problem is the roof, which will need to be replaced. It is estimated
that this will take at least three weeks and we will look at doing this either in the SeptemberOctober Holidays or around the Christmas break.
Apart from the roof, we expect that we will refurbish the building in two stages (About a half at a
time.) We have two classrooms coming on line mid August; we have added a portable classroom to
our plant and we have some classrooms that are currently under-used. So I expect that normal
lessons will continue on the Campus, but in different places.
A building site is always a challenge for a school. Fences are erected around the construction areas;
there is more dirt and dust; students have to use different pathways; traffic may need to be diverted.
I ask all to be patient. The newly re-furbished block will be a wonderful asset for the College and
will be enjoyed not only by the present students, but also for generations to come.

The Cost
The tender period is planned for early August and we will have a much better idea about costs in
early September. But we expect that the cost will be over $1million. Unlike the recent
refurbishments at Newborough, there is no government assistance available for this project and we
have to do it ourselves. This means we have to increase our loans by about $800,000.

The Lavalla Catholic College Building Fund
I ask you to give consideration to our tax deductible Building Fund. It currently stands at $130,963.
I am hoping to increase this amount to about $200,000 by 31 January 2004
With over 1000 families we should be able to reach this target. Hence I am asking you to consider a
donation, however small, to this project. Previous generations of parents (as the name “Stoddart
Block” implies) have been generous in providing many of the facilities that our students currently
enjoy. It is now the turn of this generation.
Should any family, Business or group wish to make a substantial donation to the project, I would be
happy to meet with them in order to discuss how this can be done and how we would recognize such
generosity.

The Current Building Project At St Paul’s Campus
This renovation project will result in a new canteen, two classrooms and annexes, two offices and
store and locker areas. Although progress has been a bit slow over the last month, we expect to have
this building completed during August, prior to the commencement of the renovation of the Stoddart
Block.

THE CHANGES TAKE SHAPE.

TEACHER MOVEMENTS SEMESTER 2
This semester we are pleased that Mrs Ellen Fredrickson, Mrs Kathy Matters, Mrs Vivian Haupt
and Mr Tim Campbell have been or will be able to realise their long service leave. We wish them
well in this time of renewal.
Unfortunately, Mrs Ann Anderson and Mrs Janet Winfield are on sick leave and we wish them a
speedy recovery.
We farewelled Mr Bill Antonopoulos and Mrs Margaret Wills at the end of last term and extended
our best wished to Mrs Pierina Fenech for her maternity leave.
It might seem to you that there are times when there are a number of changes to your daughter/sons
teachers. Our paramount concern is stability and effectiveness for the learning in each classroom
and we a please to report that in the majority of cases we are able to substitute the teachers with
relative ease. This term we welcome Mrs Siglinde Buchwald, Mrs Lia Crichton and Mrs Gabrielle
Turner as replacement teachers for the Presentation Campus and welcome Mr Steven Briggs to the
St Paul’s Campus.

EXPO 2003
Can you believe that we are planning for 2004 and that we have reached that time of the year where
students begin making choices for next year? The Expo will be on August 8th and included in this
Newsletter is a description of the aim and details about this important event.

OPEN DAY KILDARE CAMPUS
This year we are creating an opportunity for an open day at the Kildare Campus on Wednesday 30th
July. I urge you to make use of this opportunity in order to experience a working day for students in
Years 10 to 12. We have enclosed an information sheet that provides some details.

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
As a learning community Lavalla Catholic College encourages the development of both students and
teachers. Teachers spend many hours of work after their classroom commitments to ensure that the
students receive the best possible outcomes for their present learning and their future prospects.
These are some of the programmes in which teachers at the College have been involved.

Mind Matters Plus School.
Lavalla Catholic College is a “Mind Matters Plus” School. Only 17 schools across Australia were
selected to be part of this government-funded initiative. This programme is concerned with the
mental health of our young people and it encourages and supports schools to develop programmes
that will respond in a timely way to critical issues and welfare needs that face our youth. It also
requires schools to devise programmes that help build resilience and hope. It is not that these issues
have not been already in the forefront of our thinking but the networking and support we have
received from the organisation and other schools, has encouraged us to be on track with our school
improvement plan.
Six teachers have been involved in conferences in Sydney and Melbourne and the progress we are
making is being closely monitored. It has been a renewing experience for our teachers and it has
provided a valuable framework for our pastoral care and our mentoring programmes. The organising

team of Mrs Rita Nainie, Ms Sandy François, Ms Erica Pegorer, Br John Hilet, Mrs Annemarie
Clarke and Mrs Vivian Haupt has sustained this programme.
To deepen our understanding of the complex issues that adolescents face, guest speakers have been
invited to the College. Steven McInnes and Glenda Jackson have addressed staff, students and
parents on issues related to self-pace study and study skills; adolescent mental health; self-esteem
and resilience. Both speakers were well received and we were pleased that the funding provided by
Mind Matters Plus was able to accommodate this need.
Design Education and Training
Mr Joe Palma, Mrs Tina Sonka and Mr John Williams are involved in a government initiative that
aims to raise the skills of technology teachers in leading our students in the design process and
innovative thinking to solve problems. They have committed to a number of professional learning
activities and will be part of a pilot programme next year.
Catholic Schools Journeying Together
Lavalla Catholic College has responded to the Bishop’s call to add to the conversations in regard to
the mission and hope for Catholic Education in the
diocese. We have participated in a number of
workshops that has asked us to reflect about our role
in the community and what future part we might have
in the development of Catholic Education. It has
provided us with a valuable opportunity to articulate
our vision and to help us find a way forward.

Marist Champagnat Pilgrimage
One of the most rewarding experiences in terms of
renewing one’s faith and spiritual direction would be
to go on a pilgrimage. Mrs Lee McKenzie, Mr Alby
Van Berkel and Ms Erica Pegorer were fortunate to
experience the Marist hospitality and spiritually on
their recent three week pilgrimage to France (the
birthplace of Marcellin Champagnat); Rome (Marist
Brothers headquarters and an audience with the
Pope) and India to see the Marists at work in Trichy.

Mathematical Methods CAS
Ms Samantha Black and Ms Natalia Nadsadina have been the pioneering teachers of the CAS Maths
course now in its second year. Lavalla Catholic College is a pilot school for this programme that
tries to integrate technology more deliberately in the delivery of the Maths Programme. Both
teachers have attended training sessions and have helped develop courses that other schools will
ultimately use.
Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning
Mrs Anne Wilson and Mr David Hansen and their team of teachers have developed a substantial
programme for our students. They too are pioneering teachers in this pilot programme and they
have been asked to present their findings at various conferences throughout Victoria; they have been
asked to provide advice and guidance for other regional schools and they have been involved in the
monitoring and in the development of standards for students’ outcomes. We enjoy a reputable

standing with other schools but more importantly we are well placed to provide this alternative
programme for our senior students.
Sharing our Expertise
Br Julian Casey, Mrs Anne Wilson, Mr David Hansen, Mrs Anne English, Mr Marco DiCesare, Mr
John Edwards, Mrs Lee McKenzie, Ms Erica Pegorer, Mr Peter Schneider, Mrs Sophy Morley and
Mr Michael Hansen have all been invited to present workshops to their colleagues at various
conferences this year. Again this speaks of the commitment of our teachers and the fact that others
want to know how to do what we do. This is the highest professional compliment we can receive as
teachers.
ACER Professional Development Project
Mrs Anne Brown, Mr Dan Caffrey and Mrs Ellen Fredrickson worked hard last year to be part of a
research project conducted by a local university. These three staff and six classes mapped the
effects that in-services have on classroom learning. Under the direction of the Research Fellow, it
involved full-day workshops; writing up of courses, reflective analysis and the writing of a report.
We are proud that these teachers have contributed to this educational research project and we look
forward to understanding how this research might influence future thinking of the teaching of
science.
Environmental Awareness Programme
In term 2, Mrs Janet Winfield and Ms Maryanne Wilson have worked with our primary school
cluster to develop a transitional programme that aims to increase environmental awareness in
everyday school life. Such work can only ensure that our students find consistent practices when
they venture into secondary education.
Asia Network
Ms Maryanne Wilson has worked hard in raising our understanding of Australia’s role in the Asia
region. Apart from attending a study tours to Japan, Ms Wilson has been asked to write a unit of
work for Access Asia – a Commonwealth funded organisation, which will be made available to
schools in Australia later this year. She has taken a leading role at the St Paul’s campus both in
curriculum design and in her teaching of Asian studies. Mrs Janet Winfield has also been invited to
write a chapter in the new edition of the Jacaranda Studies of Society and the Environment
textbook.
On the Job Training
Mr Chris Roga has undertaken further study to assist in the development of our middle-school
renewal programme. Making it Happen was a six-month course that investigated the new ways of
delivering our courses at the Year 7 and Year 8 level. It focuses on collaborative and co-operative
classrooms. Mrs Bev O’Brien, Debbie Dennison and Sue Rankin have all undertaken the Certificate
III of Business and Office Administration, as an adjunct to their current work.
In our report to the Equal Opportunity for Women, we were able to report that 78% of staff had
undertaken some form of professional learning in the last 12 months. The College gives
Professional Learning a high priority both in terms of budget and in time commitment and we are
fortunate that so many teachers continue to deepen their understanding of their profession.

CHAMPAGNAT MEDAL PRESENTATION
On Tuesday 22nd July the whole College gathered for a Mass together and the awarding of the
Champagnat Medals. It was a wonderful occasion, probably the best for many years. Students and
staff and some parents joining together was most impressive. There was an enormous amount of
preparation from the Choir, led by Peter Cavenagh, the Liturgy prepared by Michael Hansen, the
power point and screen set up by Roger Chambers, the organization of chairs by Alan Ryan and the
work of our maintenance team in transforming the Centre. I was very moved by the occasion and am
deeply grateful to all.

The Champagnat Medals are awarded to those students who are showing in their lives signs of
strong minds and compassionate hearts. We recognize these students as people who are prepared to
make a difference for the good of those around them. We acknowledge their genuineness, honesty
and simplicity. The medal is also meant to encourage students in their development. The medal is
Campus based and recipients are able to receive the medal, once on each Campus.
This year the following students have been awarded the medal
Yr 12:Yr 11:Yr 10:Yr 9:Yr 8:Yr 7:-

Jane Marino, Adam Bermingham
Claire Issell, Ben Schembri
Michael Waanders, Melissa Forlano
Jordan Breed, Jennifer Taylor
Lucy MacKenzie-Worters
Michael Gauci, Quinn McGennisken

A DAY WITH ANDREW FULLER
Andrew Fuller is a former Senior Clinical Psychologist at the Austin Hospital and currently
lectures in a doctoral programme at LaTrobe University in child, adolescent and family
psychology. Andrew specialises in working with children and adolescents and their
families. He is the author of Raising Real People and From Thriving to SurvivingPromoting Mental Health in Young People. He has established programmes for the
promotion of mental health in schools, suicide prevention and coping skills, substance abuse
prevention and the reduction of bullying and violence.
Andrew will be working with staff on August 18th (Student Free Day). Interested parents are
invited.

DEBUTANTE BALLS
Year 11 Students are now in the process of preparing for this important event of the College Year.
The event has been a wonderful way of gathering the community together in a friendly and simple
atmosphere. I am most grateful to the Organizing Committee for their work and contribution.

As you can sense, Lavalla Catholic College is bursting with energy and activities which all serve
to meet the needs of our students. I look forward to your continuing co-operation and
contribution.

Br Julian Casey

CAMPUS NEWS
KILDARE CAMPUS

Kettering Children’s Choir
Friday evening, June 20, I had the pleasure of attending a Choral recital at St. Mary’s Catholic
Church, Bairnsdale. The first half of the program saw performances from the Nagle College Choir
and our own Senior Choir. After a short interval we were entertained by the Kettering Children’s Choir,
under the musical direction of Dr. Natalie DeHorn, accompanied on the piano by Ms. Linda Kessler and
assisted by vocal coach Mr. Rex Hicks.
The evening was uplifting.
The Kettering Children’s Choir was founded in 1986 and in the last eighteen years has grown to over 225
auditioned singers in five different choirs. In residence at the Rosewood Arts Centre in Kettering and Wright
State University in Fairborn, Ohio, the choir represents 9 counties and the singers come from 75 different

schools. The Kettering Children’s Choir provides the opportunity for structured musical training and quality
artistic performance for children and young people aged from 8 – 18. Members of the Choir have saved and
planned for the tour of Australia for the past three years. We wish them well as they tour throughout Victoria
and New South Wales to meet up with the other half of their colleagues for a concert in Sydney.
Reach Out Program
Late last term the Campus was visited by the team from Reach Out, a nationwide youth support program,
popular on the Internet and radio. Inspired by the team’s presentation, Year 11 students Jade Van Hooydonk
and Chris Dyer applied for and were accepted onto the Reach Out Youth Advisory Board. This included a
few days training in Sydney at Reach Out expense and also allowed time for a bit of shopping and sightseeing.
They both look forward to promoting the program among their peers at the College.
Australian Marist Netball Carnival
The last week of term 2 saw seventeen AMSA schools travel from throughout Australia to Warrigal to
compete over 4 days in the 9th Annual Marist Netball Carnival. The girls not only had the opportunity to
compete against each other in a high standard of netball but they also had the opportunity to enjoy each others
company at the carnival functions.
After a very difficult draw on the first day, not to mention sub zero temperatures and pouring rain, the girl’s
managed to scrape into the championship pool for the second day’s play. The team tried valiantly against
some very strong opposition in the Championship round eventually playing off in a semi final at the end of the
day for 6th and 7th spot. In a tightly contested game the girl’s kept their cool and went on to win the game 26 –
21 against Trinity College, Lismore, who had beaten them previously on day one. In the grand final we tried
hard but were outclassed by Marist Sion the host school 32 – 37. Overall the girl’s finished 6th which is a big
improvement on our 11th placing last year.
Congratulations Kassie Alford and Claire McLean for being selected into the Highly Commended Squad for
the 2003 Australian Marist Netball Competition.
Thank you to all players for giving up their time to train and come away with the team. A special thank you to
the year 12 girls for all their work for the past 3 years – Sarah Morrow, Emma Brady and Michelle Nathan. A
special thank you to Mr Ryan who did most of the work behind the scenes to ensure the girls were prepared
and all the paper work was done, to Ms Joyce for coaching and to Nikki Heenan for helping at the tournament.
Singers Excel!!
The singers of the Kildare Campus impressively demonstrated their artistry in the closing weeks of term 2.
Great performances by a number of our individual singers and by the Senior Choir indicated the strength of
vocal and choral music-making on this campus and within Lavalla as a whole.
The vocal students of our wonderful singing teacher, Mr John Lander, again entertained an audience of family
and friends with a varied menu of songs from shows, classical and pop styles. The progress made by every
singer over their years of singing tuition was evident in the confidence and skill of each performance. All our
more junior vocalists were inspired by the excellence of the work of a singer like Elizabeth Violi who, once
again, performed wonderfully well.
Other highlights were the courageous presentation by Monique Hollingsworth and a gutsy and entertaining
rendition of "Don't Tell Mama" (from Cabaret) by Victoria Wood.
Our Senior Choir had the privilege of performing with the Nagle College Choir and the Kettering Children's
Choir from America just prior to the end of term 2 at St Mary's Church in Bairnsdale. It was a great night and
our singers benefited greatly from hearing the excellent Kettering group. The Lavalla Choir performed very
well and even impressed a few of our American visitors along with the Bairnsdale community.
Congratulations to all.
Peter Schneider
Head of Kildare Campus
ST PAUL’S CAMPUS
Welcome back to term 3. It is an exciting term for the Yr 9’s as they begin the process or choosing a course of
study for Yr 10. It certainly gives them a focus and helps them appreciate their educational opportunities and
set some goals. Mr Gerard English and Mr Michael Archipow will work with students throughout the term to
assist with wise decision-making. Both gentlemen are more than happy to talk to families about the process
and will also be available at Expo on the 8th of August.

My thanks to the teachers at the campus, all of whom were available for interviews on the last Thursday of
term. This type of evening is tiring after a full day of work but essential as it gives students, teachers and
parents an opportunity to meet and discuss the students’achievements.
Musical
Last term’s musical, “Sheik, Rattle and Roll” was certainly an achievement for the students and staff involved
who gave many hours to organising and performing. We are very grateful to Mrs Jenkinson in particular, who
worked tirelessly with the students and staff to bring the production to the stage. Congratulations also to the
students who worked on costumes and sets. The production raised $2205. Well done!
Marist Netball
At the end of last term Marist Sion College in Warragul hosted the Marist Netball Carnival. By all accounts
the three teams: Yr 7/8, Yrs 9/10 and Yrs 11/12 acquitted themselves well and enjoyed the opportunity to meet
and compete with students from other Marist schools. Our compliments and thanks to Marist-Sion for the
wonderful organisation of the event and the hospitality offered to the students.
Yr 8 Coordinator
This term Mr Michael Archipow has taken on the responsibility for the students in Yr 8.1 – 8.4. We thank
him for taking on this new role and wish him well. We also welcome Mr Steven Briggs, who will also spend
more of his teaching time at St Paul’s.
Lice
A reminder that lice seem to have found their way into secondary schools and it’s important that all students
have their hair checked regularly. It is very frustrating and costly to treat a child for lice and find them reinfesting. Students should not be at school until all lice are dead and removed.
Safe Routes to School
At the end of last term we received a report back from the “Safe Routes to School” people. They had made a
video of arrival and departure of pedestrians and cyclists at this campus. While it was obvious that there is
traffic congestion, this is essentially a good thing as it slows the traffic at these crucial times. What was of
concern was the risk taking by students in terms of crossing the roads. It might be timely for you to remind
your son or daughter of the safe ways to negotiate busy traffic. We will work with the Safe Routes to School
team to also raise students’awareness.
Uniform Reminder
If your son or daughter is out of uniform for a valid reason, please ensure that there is an explanatory note
from you in their planner on the day. As you are aware, students who are inappropriately dressed can be asked
to call parents to take them home or to bring in the required article. Obviously it is better to help your child
become organised and ask them to check their timetable the previous evening to ensure that the correct
uniform is worn. This is particularly important at the beginning of term when students may receive new
timetables.
“It is not what we get. But who we become, what we contribute... that gives meaning to our lives”--Anthony
Robbins
Lee McKenzie
Head of St Paul’s Campus
PRESENTATION CAMPUS
I would like to welcome the new staff members to the campus and wish them all a pleasant stay and an
enjoyable experience while teaching at this campus.
Semester 2 is a new start for all students. For the majority of students it will be an opportunity to build on
the excellent achievements of Semester 1. For others it will be a time to reassess their commitment to their
studies and class work. All families were given the option of attending parent/teacher interviews at the end of
Semester 1. If you were unable to attend and you have issues you feel need to be addressed from the last
report, please make contact with the teachers concerned.
At the assembly last Wednesday, Elise Dwyer, spoke to us about Motor Neuron Disease. Her father John
Dwyer has the condition. Elise indicated that her father has lost the power of speech, the ability to walk and
the use of his hands. The disease affects the whole nervous system and at this point in time there is no cure for
the condition. To raise awareness of her dad’s condition and the pressure that it places on family members
Elise is planning to hold a “Corn Flower Day”. Blue Flowers will be available for a gold coin donation with

all funds raised assisting with the purchase of a special bed and wheel chair needed to enhance the quality of
life of her dad. A date will be set in August for “Corn Flower Day”.
Congratulations to Sarah Handley and Ellie Kerrigan for their selection in the Lavalla Junior College
Netball Squad. The squad was selected from all girls in Year 7 & 8. Sarah and Ellie will be heading to
Shepparton on August 5th and 6th to compete in the Victorian Schools Netball competition. We wish them
every success.
We have nesting plovers on the oval and the students are getting used to cohabitation with the birds. The
plovers have 4 eggs and we will keep you informed as to their progress.
On August the 8th all Year 8 and 9 students will be attending EXPO (see information attached). A bus will
leave the Presentation Campus at 12:15pm and return at 3:00pm for students unable to arrange their own
transport.
The transition phase for Year 9 to 10 has begun. Please mark the 30th of July on your calendar. We would
encourage all students and parents to attend the Open Day and the Information Evening at Kildare Campus.
The Parent Support Group met last week and have organized a number of activities:
August 7th a Cake Stall after the 9:00am and 10:30am masses at St. Kieran’s.
A Father’s Day raffle of a hamper with donated goods .(eg lollies, deodorant,, socks, wine, esky)
October 11th a Trivia Night at the campus.
Please contact Carol Wilson if you can assist in any way with the planned activities.
I wish everyone a happy and successful second semester.
compassionate hearts,

Yours in the spirit of strong minds and
Chris O’Brien
Head of Campus

GENERAL
PARENT SUPPORT AUXILIARY
A few points for all parents who wish to avail themselves of the services of the Uniform Shop. (Please see
Parents & Friends item re next secondhand uniform sale – evening of 4th August)
All items left at the campus offices need to be in good condition, washed and ironed; kilts and blazers are
required to be dry cleaned. Please attach your name and address to each item – no address, no cheque.
Also, please don’t forget the end of year secondhand book sale:
? ? Only those books listed for sale at each year level will be accepted
? ? The CD (no copies) must accompany those texts where originally supplied
? ? Please keep in mind the refund policy – refunds will only be given on book sale day to those whose
orders could not be filled.
? ? This year we will be trialling opening from 10am to 8pm on book sale day to cater for everyone’s
needs.
Marie Debono
For Secondhand Uniform/Book Committee
ANNUAL MARY JENSEN FORUM
The Diocesan Pastoral Council will be hosting an afternoon forum titled, ‘Adolescents’ Images of God’, led
by Dr Rose Duffy csb
??
??
??
??

Saturday, 9th August
Teacher Learning Centre, Catholic Educationn Office, Warragul
Time: 1.30pm to 3.30pm
Entry by donation (afternoon tea included)

Those who have heard Sr Rose’s presentation have described it as “positive, fascinating and very worthwhile”.
You are invited to come along and discover how many young men and women ‘imagine God’. Why not come
with others who are interested in your parish? All welcome

Mary Jensen is a past president of the Catholic Women’s League in our Diocese. Mary gave most generously
of her talents and is honoured in this annual forum which takes her name.
PARENTS & FRIENDS ASSOCIATION
The next meeting of Parents and Friends will be held on Monday 4th August 2003 at the Resource Centre at
St Paul’s Campus (Library). A brief meeting will commence at 7.30pm followed by our guest speaker, Mr
Mark Judd, Year 12 Co-ordinator.
Those who attended the last meeting enjoyed a fascinating talk from Erica Pegeror, Lee McKenzie and Alby
Van Berkel who spoke about their pilgrimage tour to France, Rome, Sri Lanka and India. The photos were
terrific and showed the essence of the people and region. P & F were entertained with interesting stories of the
trip.
Parents and Friends are keen to encourage any new and continuing parents to attend, as the evenings are
always interesting and informative. Attending P & F meetings is a great way for parents who are interested in
their child and the college to keep informed.
If you are unable to attend but would like a copy of the minutes or any further details please contact Jenny or
Felicetta.
To give parents, unable to attend the day-time secondhand uniform shop, an opportunity to obtain items of
uniform for their child, the uniform shop will be open between 6.30 and 7.30pm on 4th August (prior to P
& F meeting)
Jenny Hansch 51221684 / Felicetta Kile 51661480
EDUCATIONAL MAINTENANCE ALLOWANCE
(Second Semester)
Parents are advised that applications close on 15th August. If applications were applied for in the first semester
there is no need to re-apply for the second semester allowance. Applications only need to be completed by those
who did not apply in the first semester. If you have any queries please phone Mrs Helen Orr at Marcellin House
(5174 5272)
CANTEEN ROSTER
St Paul’s
Thu. 24 July
T Harlow, C Barry
Fri. 25 July
C Shippen, J Kivisalu,
R Hadjistefanis
Mon. 28 July
L Thorburn
Tue. 29 July
M Armatas, M Armatas
Wed. 30 July
B Koedijk, J Pearse, J Bell
Thu. 31 July
C Battista, H Mifsud
Fri. 1 Aug.
A Molinari, C Yates, J Fleming
Postal address
PO Box 1080
Traralgon 3844

Marcellin House Admin
Coster Circle
Traralgon
Ph 5174 5272

Presentation
M Bortignon
K Shaw

Kildare
L Sanders
J Farquhar, B Fulton

R Ryan
K Farrugia
C Dougan
S Carrigy
D Fogarty

F DiIorio, A Prezioso
M Matthews, R Sawyer
M Wojciechowski
M Beevor
J Hansch, J Collinson

Kildare Campus
Kosciuszko St
Traralgon
Ph 5174 8111

Presentation Campus
John Field Drive
Newborough
Ph 5127 1311

St Paul’s Campus
Grey St
Traralgon
Ph 5174 7355

